Wouldn’t you agree that Adam L. Tucker is tenacious?

Have you come to the realization that as the US economy collapses from which there is no possibility of recovery, you have no concern about the lack of morality displayed by the US Government when stealing the world’s precious mineral resources beginning with South Africa’s gold starting in the American financed Anglo Boer-Farmer War of 1899-1902 and the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900 where the US stole everything that wasn’t nailed to the ground including all of China’s gold?

Instead you find yourself totally fixated on wanting to know where is all that gold and why is it that your parents and grandparents including Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an alumni of MIT and Cornell University, weren’t smart enough to make certain that before allowing your mother’s egg to fertilize that there was a sufficient amount of gold bullion offshore in safety deposit boxes, no different to each and every member of the corrupt 3 Branches of the Unite States Government who for good reason would be concerned that the US Government will issue a declaration that all safety deposit boxes on US soil be opened and those owners who couldn’t account for the gold contained therein, to have it confiscated.

You wouldn’t think for one moment that there was even one member of the 3 Branches of the US Government who wasn’t smart enough before kowtowing to the demands of DeBeers who were financed by the very same American bankers who
financed the Anglo-American Boer-War War and the invasion of China, made certain they had their nest egg filled.

Please let me know whether you feel that you, Michael Jackson, Kate Moss and Naomi Campbell along with Ron Burkle need more of an explanation as to why China features so very prominently in the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report.

My thinking is that you could play a positive role in empowering the next generation of US Americans beginning by going on a coffee date with Adam all the while making eye contact with other patrons who you think would be interested in seeing Adam’s analysis of the ingenious, easy to understand Israeli Military Intelligence Report that I happened to be the only person in the world broadcasting without offending either Israeli Military Intelligence or the Mossad whose Metsada division don’t need approval from either the Israeli Knesset or the US Congress before sending out the most highly skilled hit squads who to the best of my knowledge have never failed to ultimately get their targets.

And if not, to provide me with an analysis of why you think that both the US and South Africa for the 45 odd years that the US ruled South Africa with a diamond studded iron fist, beginning on May 26th 1948 when the South African Apartheid Regime grabbed power, have this puritanical element so very pervasive to the point that even today you don’t see even a bare single tit on American TV.

BTW how much in common do you think you have with US Army recruiter Sargent Amanda Lopez?

I take you that you are increasingly having little difficulty understanding why people like highly educated and very smart Augusto Benito Vargis should not only see the connection between the corruption in Peru and the State of Israel sending the most extraordinary “shot across the bow” of the United States with that ingenious Military Intelligence Report of all time, but to be like young Israeli kids in Israel’s military or about to join, invigorated to the point that when sent out on “seek and destroy” missions they increasingly feel “The Hand of God” at their side.

It think it would be for me to assume at this very moment that you don’t look as forward to the New Year as me and people like Augusto Benito Vargis and his wife Patricia along with their young son, as well as some 95.8% of the world population [100% minus 4.2% US Americans], but that number of 95.8% will certainly increase given how so very few of US Americans have really benefitted from the DeBeers-US Government’s oil and gold wars for the past century.
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I have been banned from the message board again.

I have already requested that they inform me of why I have been banned, and will update you with their response.

I will create another account and start posting again

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2007 5:58 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'
Subject: military.com message board

http://forums.military.com/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/672198221/m/1980091261001

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2007 6:31 PM
To: Adam L. Tucker - Just3ants.com
Cc: Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Devin Standard; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; JRK@class-action-law.com; Kathy-Louse-Gevisser-Danziger; Selwyn Gerber - Economist - CPA; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; South African Consulate General; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Mossad; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: Food commercial

Pay attention to the following Food commercial:

Working on 47th street, Manhattan - a little more than a hop-jump-and-a-skip from Madison Avenue, a 90 degree turn and one block to the Carlyle Hotel where Harry met John before putting his hand up, no strike that, on Jackie O before getting up to place his one hand on the bible, all of Washington looking on, which in turn is only a continent away from Madon Road, Durban, South Africa that once housed the headquarters of The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies that so attracted Harry’s partner Charles - is not a perquisite for knowing that the break for commercials is all geared to distract the viewer who thinks himself so smart that he-she has figured out it is all about “making” the Almighty Dollar, which of course is true, from both the perspective of De Beers and the discombobulated masses.

My very brilliant French-Canadian wife, just about to walk up the stairs of the cliff house after sitting for a whole day at the La Jolla Art Association doesn’t think the poor of the world will “get it” because not even her own “tTOo” [sic] kids have the least amount in interest in what I have to say which of course is my whole point that drives the lazy rich now stark crazy mad, full of nonsense.

Now Marie Dion Gevisser is now modeling for me her latest knitted and so very sexy vest to keep her warm. Now on the phone with Jonathan who in Ventura some 7 hours driving north letting him know about the huge surf we have been getting, now
overhearing, “you can’t surf there because it is all rocks? Being clean and helpful. Say thanks, by bye”.

Now back to modeling the “granola, layered look”.

So very cute her expressions and of course that so cute French accent.

Now MDG is telling me, “I need to make more hummus”.

Israelis are not only non-fanatical they can also read a very easy to read Israeli military intelligence report and also find time to have wild sex.

Were you aware of how very puritanical were the South African Apartheid Regime, much like the US.

Of course you are not in least bit surprised, "Birds of a feather flock together”.

Let’s now go back to those full of so frustrating commercials for talk radio and TV that again you don’t had to have worked on 47th-Wall Street to smell a rat as De Beers for more than a century have laughed themselves silly all the way to the bank.

O Oprah to think how very hard you have worked while making poor, poor Stedman so very insecure; worst of all was African American just trying to “make a buck” running into me just wanting to talk about DeBeers who make their own currency without any oversight, in of all places Rancho Sante Fe which I happen to like, most of all I like those hard working people associated with the Rancho Sante Fe Art Guild who are not all filthy rich, nor are they in the least bit lazy.

So careful to “paint with a broad brush”.

MDG now telling me that twice today she was asked about where to find an art teacher.

So now you are thinking I am once again “selling” my very, very, very excellent artist painter wife’s very well priced oil paintings, well who else is going to pay for wife’s 18 year old daughter’s planned yoga retreat some 5 hours drive north of heavily corrupt Del Mar, apart from of course The IT.

More disturbing is the fact that not only did I work for the preeminent Wall
Street firm back in 1980 I am a rather well educated Jewish person with a "knack" for "following the money trail" helped by not having the slightest degree of religious fanaticism other than I just cannot even bear the sight of liars.
How many Israeli kids do you know has their highly secretive mother arrange, 18 months apart, a photo shoot of them first at age 9 holding Israeli Special Forces commando weapons?

Not to mention that instantly upon returning the weapons to their rightful owners, both my mother
and our Israeli-Argentinean “guide” Yehuda Matov let me know that any Israeli soldier “giving up” their weapons would be subject to an immediate court marshal.

Once a liar always a liar, a thief, a crook.

The 1964 World’s Fair opened on April 22nd, 1964.

Two days prior Nelson Mandela, De Beers’ stooge future first Black President of South Africa made his so very sickening 11,700 word “I am Not Prepared to Die” speech from the dock of the Pretoria, South Africa Supreme Court.

http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/mandela.htm

For good reason my very aware mother did not think very highly of Mr. Mandela and all those who chose his company.
In mid-1964 De Beers’ stooge US President Lyndon Johnson who got the message loud and clear when JFK got his brains shot out sent, the nuclear aircraft carrier Enterprise to Cape Town, South Africa to pay his and the 3 Branches of the United States Government’s respects to both Harry and Charles, as in Harry Oppenheimer who visited Madison in September 1939 where he made Madison Avenue aware of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel’s agenda, “Take the money now or open up a taco stand” and Charles, as in Charles Engelhard, my “lucky” uncle David Gevisser’s major benefactor who was laid to rest on March 2nd 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey with Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Johnson and Vice President Humphrey in attendance.

Now revisit the not in the least bit “naïve” dialogue between myself and my uncle Dave that took place the day after I met with Trevor Manual, South Africa’s current idiot Minister of Finance who back in 1995 was South Africa’s moron Minister of Trade and Industries.


Notice how much more offended people feel about being called a moron, an imbecile rather than just corrupt.
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